Liffe Robusta coffee futures. The Robusta market ends the session 2.5% higher. Strength in the U.S intensified through the second half of the session prompting Robusta to track high albeit at a much slower pace to end the session at $1450.

March position closed at $1450 per tone gaining $33 while May position closed at $1466 per tone gaining $32 from the previous closing.

ICE Arabica coffee futures closed 6% higher. March coffee futures recorded the strongest performance of the last 26 months due to technical fund buying. The Brazilian Real and Colombian Peso continue to recover versus the dollar and a mid lack of fundamental news.

March position closed at US cents 138.95 per lb gaining US Cents 8.05 from the previous closing, while May position closed at US cents 141.00 per lb gaining 8.00 US Cents from the closing of the previous day.